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Bulloch County Sociological Survey (1969) Finding Aid

Box 1

Maps
- maps of Statesboro, with sections marked and numbered

Block 36 (15)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys. The Survey asks for the following information: name, address, sex, race, place and date of birth, last year of school completed (and name of school), other people in residence, occupation, employer, job description, number of rooms in house, condition of residence, house owned or rented, church attendance, participation in organizations, magazines subscribed to, residence history (all places lived in during lifetime), employment history (all full-time jobs held during lifetime)

Block 35 (12)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 34 (13)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 32
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 31
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 30 (15)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 29 (16)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household
Block 27
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey

Block 23 (12)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 22 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 21 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 20 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 19 (16)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 18 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block X15 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 25 (16)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 15 (12)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 13 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 17 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets
Block 16 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block 14 (13)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 10 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 12 (9)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 8 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- Code Sheet, with notations, marked "Guide"

Block 11 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 28 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block X9
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey

Block 7 (1?)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey

Block 3 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheet: Head of Household

Block 227 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 226 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys

Block 47 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 46 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 45 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 43 (9?)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 41 (19)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 40 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 39 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets: Head of Household

Block 38 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet: Head of Household

Block 37 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 33 (12)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 51 (10)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets
- notes to Dr. Scott from Julie Cone, interviewer
Block 52 (9)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 53 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 54 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 57 (12)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 59 (10)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 60 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block 61 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 109 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 108 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 106 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 102? (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet
Block 100 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 99 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 97 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 96 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 95 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 94 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 94A
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 93 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 92 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 91 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 90 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets
Block 184 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 193 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet
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Box 2

Block 181 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 178 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 177 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 176 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 175 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 174 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 171 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 168 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 165 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 164 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 163 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 162 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 161 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 160 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block 156 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 129 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block 120 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 119 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 116 (4)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 110 (1)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

**Block 187 (2)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 189 (15)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 191 (4)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 192A (2)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 193 (8)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 194 (17)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Blocks 195 and 195A (17)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Blocks 195B and 195C (6)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 213 (8)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 216 (7)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Blocks 218 and 222 (26)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 196 (5)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 197 (5)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 198 (14)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 207 (22)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 208 (12)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 209 (3)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 234 (1)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey

**Block 224 (8)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 228 (7)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 223 (10)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 228 (7)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 233 (1)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

**Blocks 232 and 231 (5)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 210 (2)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 211 (10)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 212 (17)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 229 (17)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 230 (11)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 235 (11)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 236 (9)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 239 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 242 (10)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 243 (19)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 246 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 247 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 248 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 249 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 250 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 251 (9)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 252 (11)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 253 (6)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Blocks 254 and 255**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 264 (27)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 265 (2)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 263 (3)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 267 (16)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 270 (22)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 298 (7)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 299 (8)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 317 (8)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 319 (3)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 321 (2)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 327 (7)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block 328 (12)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X3 (12)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X1 (14)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X4 (8)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X5 (4)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X6 (3)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X7 (6)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X8 (2)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X11 (5)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

**Block X12 (3)**
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block X13 (22)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block X14 (11)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets
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Box 3

Block XX (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block X16 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block Y2 or X4 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block Y3 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block Z1 (2)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block Z2 (5)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets
Block Z3 (4)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block Z4 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block Z5 (8)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block Z6 (1)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Survey
- filled-in Code Sheet

Block Z9 (3)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block Z10 (12)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block Z15 (16)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 326 (15)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block 331 (16)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Block Z16 (7)
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets

Benson Trailer Park
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Code Sheets
Code to Housing
- lists of codes and their meanings

Unfinished Surveys
- partially filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys - most with just the address, some with explanation of why survey was not completed

Miscellaneous
- blank Residence and Employment Surveys
- filled-in Residence and Employment Surveys which were loose in the box

RFD Numbers in 1968 Directory
- Code Sheets with only name and address filled in

AA - AL
- Code Sheets with only name, address and occasionally occupation filled in

AM - AZ
- Code Sheets with only name, address and occasionally occupation filled in

Code Sheet - Explanation
- Code Sheet with explanation of codes written next to codes

Employers
- Code Sheets with only name and address of businesses and organizations filled in

Head of Household
- Code Sheets with only names and addresses filled in

Attitude toward Old People - Blank
- multiple blank copies of Likert Scale for Assessing Attitudes toward Old People
- This questionnaire is a list of 34 statements re: old people, with a numerical rating scale for agreement or disagreement with the statements. Attached in front of the questionnaire is a statement explaining its purpose and asking for the sex and age of the respondent, as well as whether he/she lives in a rural or urban setting, and the occupation of the respondent's father. On the last page, there are questions about the frequency of contact between the respondent and old people, as well as a list of short statements where the respondent can either agree or disagree.

Attitude toward Old People - Filled-in (1)
- filled-in copies of Likert Scale for Assessing Attitudes toward Old People

Attitude toward Old People - Filled-in (2)
- filled-in copies of Likert Scale for Assessing Attitudes toward Old People
Attitude toward Old People - Filled-in (3)
- filled-in copies of Likert Scale for Assessing Attitudes toward Old People

Upper Middle Class Sociogram

UMC Sociogram (1)
- filled-in Personality Cards
- The Personality Card asks for demographic information (sex, age, race, marital status, occupation, education), then looks at house type, ISC, church membership, associates, and best friends.

UMC Sociogram (2)
- filled-in Personality Cards

UMC Sociogram (3)
- filled-in Personality Cards
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Box 4

Upper Middle Class Sociogram (continued)

UMC Sociogram (4)
- filled-in Personality Cards

UMC Sociogram (5)
- filled-in Personality Cards

UMC Sociogram (6)
- filled-in Personality Cards
Lower Middle Class under 21

LMC under 21
- filled-in Personality Cards

Lower Lower Class Sociogram

LLC Sociogram
- filled-in Personality Cards

Upper Class under 21 years

UC under 21
- filled-in Personality Cards

Upper Middle Class under 21 years

UMC under 21 (1)
- filled-in Personality Cards

UMC under 21 (2)
- filled-in Personality Cards

UMC under 21 (3)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Upper Lower Class under 21 years

Lower Lower Class under 21 years

LLC under 21 (1)
- filled-in Personality Cards
LLC under 21 (2)
- filled-in Personality Cards

*Lower Middle Class Unfinished*

LMC Unfinished (1)
- filled-in Personality Cards

LMC Unfinished (2)
- filled-in Personality Cards

LMC Unfinished (3)
- filled-in Personality Cards

LMC Unfinished (4)
- filled-in Personality Cards

*Upper Lower Class Sociogram*

ULC Sociogram
- filled-in Personality Cards

*Bulloch County Sociological Survey (1969)*

*Finding Aid*

*Box 5*

*Upper Lower Class Unfinished*
Lower Middle Class Sociogram

LMC Sociogram (1)
- filled-in Personality Cards

LMC Sociogram (2)
- filled-in Personality Cards

LMC Sociogram (3)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Lower Lower Class Unfinished

LLC Unfinished
- filled-in Personality Cards

Upper Class Sociogram

UC Sociogram
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified

Personality Cards - Unclassified (1)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (2)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (3)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (4)
- filled-in Personality Cards
Personality Cards - Unclassified (5)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (6)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (7)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (8)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (9)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Personality Cards - Unclassified (10)
- filled-in Personality Cards

Miscellaneous
- handwritten notes
- program - Statesboro-Bulloch County Task Force Community Report
- report - Statesboro-Bulloch County Task Force Study

Maps, Charts, Graphs, Etc.
- various maps, charts, graphs, and other materials prepared by researchers doing the survey

Not in Folders
1) 1970 Code Book - notebook containing charts explaining code systems used in the study

2) Volume II - The Study of a Georgia Town - notebook containing draft of Bevode C. McCall's sociological survey of Statesboro, done in 1949

3) Chicago Tribune Study - binder containing report - The Contemporary Metropolitan Community - Social Structure, Market Behavior and Expressions of Taste: A Summary Analysis of The Chicago Tribune Sample Census of The Chicago Metropolitan Community, study done by Bevode C. McCall, September 1956
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Box 7

This box contains the rest of the maps, charts, graphs, etc. which were used in the sociological survey. I spread them out because these were too big to fit into a folder.
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Box 8

This box contains notes on index cards. The loose set of cards in the front, the set in the envelope and the two sets held together by paper clips were all held together by rubber bands. The index cards in the back of the box were loose in the original box.

Bulloch County Sociological Survey (1969) 
User Notes
Some of the folders contained in Boxes 3, 4, 5 and 6 [from **Attitude toward Old People - Blank to Personality Cards - Unclassified (10)**] were originally located in two portable file drawers. All the papers were loose in the drawer. However, the papers were separate by labelled file markers. The large headings in italics indicate the locations of the file markers in the drawers.